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Friday, November 5: Trustee’s Room, The Art Institute of Chicago

10:45 James Cuno, Director, The Art Institute of Chicago  
Director’s Welcome
10:55 George Fan 范季融, Shouyang Studio 首陽齋  
On Collecting Bronze Vessels
11:10 Paul Goldin, University of Pennsylvania  
The Legacy of Bronzes and Bronze Inscriptions in Early Chinese Literature
11:50 Jenny So 蘇芳淑, Chinese University of Hong Kong  
Bronze Inscriptions for Dummies: A Layman’s Approach
12:30 Lunch

14:00 Alex Cheung 張光裕, Hang Seng Management College, Hong Kong  
讀首陽齋藏<舌簋>小記  
Some notes regarding the She Gui in the Shouyang Studio collection
14:40 Lai Guolong 来国龙, University of Florida  
Commemoration and Erasure: Doctored Inscriptions on Spring and Autumn Period Bronzes
15:20 Lothar von Falkenhausen, University of California at Los Angeles  
Distant Reflections of Ancient Ideals: The Nine Tripods from Zhangjiapu
16:00 Special Viewing of Shouyang Studio Collection
18:00 Dinner
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Saturday, November 6: Classics 21, The University of Chicago

9:30 Zhu Fenghan 朱凤瀚, Peking University 北京大学
简论近年来新发现的几件与西周年代学有关的铜器
A brief discussion of some bronze vessels newly discovered in recent years and their relationship to Western Zhou chronology
10:10 Zhou Ya 周亚, Shanghai Museum 上海博物馆
虎簋断代与淅川楚墓中的复古现象
The periodization of the Hu gui and the archaicizing phenomenon
11:10 Zhang Maorong 张懋荣, Xibei daxue 西北大学
关于近年来新发现的商周有铭铜器的几点思考
Some thoughts on inscribed Western Zhou bronzes discovered in recent years
11:50 Maria Khayutina, Ludwig-Maximilians-University of Munich
The Bronzes of Peng State and Related Questions
12:30 Lunch Bartlett Gymnasium

Saturday Afternoon
13:45 Special Exhibition: Visible Language, The Oriental Institute
14:30 Li Feng 李峰, Columbia University
禮縣出土秦國早期銅器及祭祀遺址論綱
A discussion of the early Qin bronzes and sacrificial site unearthed at Lixian
15:10 Yan Sun, Gettysburg College
Inscribed Bronzes in Early Western Zhou Tombs: Funerary Gift and Social Network
15:50 Ch’en Chao-jung 陳昭容, Institute of History and Philology, Academia Sinica 中央研究院歷史語言研究所
談西周早期虞芮兩國在汧河流域的可能性
On the possibility of the two early Western Zhou states Yu and Rui being located in the Jian River valley
16:30 Break
16:45 Han Wei 韩巍, Peking University 北京大学
新出金文与西周诸侯称谓的再认识——以首阳斋藏器为中心
Newly emerged bronze inscription and the re-appraisal of the titles of Western Zhou rulers: Based on the vessels in the Shouyang Studio collection
17:25 David Sena, University of Texas
Ancestral Designations Reconsidered in Light of Recently Excavated Bronze Inscriptions
18:15 Bus to dinner
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Sunday, November 7: Classics 21, The University of Chicago
09:00  Olivier Venture, University of Paris
       Shang Emblems in their Archaeological Context: A Reflection
       from Recent Discoveries
09:40  Zhang Zaixing 张再兴, East China Normal University 华东师范大学
       近十年新发表西周金文中的若干新见字和新见字形
10:20  Wolfgang Behr, University of Zurich
       À la recherche des rimes perdues -- forays into the Jinchu Yin-
       Zhou jinwen jilu 近出殷周金文集録
11:00  Break
11:20  Connie Cook
       Sage King Yu and the Bin Gong xu
12:00  Robert Eno, Indiana University
       Reflections on Literary and Devotional Aspects of Bronze
       Memorial Inscriptions
12:40  Lunch